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TRAIL
Senior Bios
Alexander Toke

Alex will be graduating this May with a B.S. in Environmental Policy, Institutions, and Behavior (EPIB).
He has been an editor of the Trail for a year and a half, and a staff writer for two years. In addition to the Trail, he
has been a member of the Institute for Domestic and International Affairs for four years, a member of the Rutgers
Fossil Fuel Divestment Campaign for two and a half years, and the president of the Campaign for one. Alex is engaged in other activism as well, and encourages SEBS and Rutgers students in general to become more involved
with organizations advocating for what they believe in. He is also a dedicated writer, poet, musician, and grumpy
old man in-training.
He would like to thank the entire Department of Human Ecology for being an inclusive space for discussing ideas big and small, and investigating how we interact with the world around us. He would also like to thank
his staff writers for being the passionate, inquisitive, and hilarious individuals that they are. Additionally, he would
like to thank Dr. Clark and Kristen Goodrich for being incredible advisors on all issues pertaining to The Trail and
beyond: this whole thing would not be able to work without your care and guidance. Furthermore, he would like to
thank Kristen for always having snacks scattered throughout the building.
As cliché as it is, he would like to leave you all with the most famous quote from Dr. Seuss’ the Lorax:
“unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better, it’s not.” May those words guide
your life going forward. Happy Trails!
Back to "In This Issue"
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Rachel DiSciullo

Rachel is graduating in May 2016 with a BA in Political Science and
Philosophy. Her favorite experiences here at Rutgers include helping to advance
the Fossil Fuel Divestment Campaign as its Treasurer and serving as Director of
Staff for Rutgers Model Congress 2016. Rachel has spent the past year
conducting a research project on the impacts of the political process on the coastal
adaptation plans of major cities. Rachel is excited to start her career this summer,
and would eventually like to work in environmental law. She has truly enjoyed
writing for the EPIB Trail this year!
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Noha Haggag

Noha is graduating with a BS in Ecology, Evolution and Natural Resources
and a minor in Environmental Policy, Institutions and Behavior. She has written
for The Trail for the past year, as well as graphic designing articles for one
semester. Noha especially loves art, music, and nature. In her spare time, she
enjoys hanging out in the Human Ecology department’s office in the Cook Office
Building, due to her love of the department. Noha hopes to one day work in
immigration law.
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Some Last Thoughts - A Request
by Alex Toke
As I write this, I am quite perplexed that in trying to describe how I feel as this great college experiment of mine concludes,
I have no idea how to begin this piece. I suppose the best way is that manner which life’s events often seem to take: abrupt.
Graduation now being a mere few weeks away, I feel that in my last piece as a writer for The Trail, now I can finally reminisce, and
write one of those pieces in conversational speech that I have encouraged our other staff writers to eschew for as long as I have been
an editor of this publication. Rambling (mostly) completed, it is my hope that the words that follow will at least provoke your
thinking in some way.
For the majority of my college tenure, my work has been directed at examining the vast arena of human-environmental
interactions. The vague nature of that phrase notwithstanding, my studies as an Environmental Policy, Institutions, and Behavior
(EPIB, in case you have never read one of these publications before), have put me in contact with a cornucopia of mindsets, theories,
and interpretations of human actions and human interactions that is both constantly expanding, and sometimes exhausting. Many
environmentalists and academics use the phrase “Green Fatigue” to describe the occasionally debilitating disappointment that one is
apt to feel when examining the nature of human exploitation. Though I will be leaving Rutgers with a Bachelor’s Degree of Science
(B.S., now how about that?), I am no scientist, and certainly no doctor, but I would like to tell you that feeling Green Fatigue is
okay.
It is the curse of being a generation with near-constant access to the information of the world, and it is hard to argue that
nowadays it is not a necessity that verges on bombardment, that eventually more becomes too much. How remarkable is it that in an
age of unparalleled technological advancement one of the simplest pleasures is turning off one’s devices and stepping away, even
briefly? Being a politics and history junkie, and involved in environmental activism to boot, I understand that for others like me it is
often difficult to distance oneself from the knowledge that there are constantly new issues to combat, new understandings of
inequalities to champion, new ways to internalize, and become involved with, the struggles of ourselves and others. This can, and
does, become exhausting, and disillusioning, especially when paired with the struggles with mental health that many of us deal with
on a daily basis. That is all okay, however.
The enormity of the task does not preclude your action, or your input. An immediate lack of knowledge does not bar you
from ever becoming informed either. If I have learned nothing else through my time at university, it is that your personal struggles,
and the causes you choose to devote your energies too, help to define you. You can feel ground down by the weight of all of the
world’s troubles, but that cannot be where you leave behind the idea of getting and staying involved in the causes that drive you. I
may only be 21, but all the same I have seen individuals fall out of remaining active in trying to make change, and far too many
people that never get involved at all.
Change is made by people. Institutions, states, and organizations are only as impactful as the individuals that comprise
them. This is a call to you, dear reader, to remain engaged, and to never give up fighting for equality and equity. If you are an
undergrad and reading this, then this counts doubly for you, because it is our lot in life to inherit the issues set in motion by our
predecessors. Our human family faces many major and seemingly insurmountable problems, and those are not going to be resolved
through passivity and isolationism. And the solutions to those issues rests (mostly) in our hands. Do not squander this powerful
impact our generation can have on the future, but so too do not be afraid of this great responsibility, for you are not alone in this
fight.
We all have our paths to walk through life, sometimes in solitude, sometimes with company great and small, and there are
no maps that truly know the territory. Though you may struggle, though you may feel lost, rest assured that you are right on track.
Your Trail is blazed by your exploration of life, and remember that wherever you may be, there you are.

EPIB
Back to "In This Issue"
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The (Un)official Reading List of an Environmentalist
Dana Walter
Naturalist by Edward O. Wilson: I was shocked by how much I adored this book.
Written with beautiful precision, Naturalist is the autobiography of Wilson, describing his
dreamy Southern childhood, vibrantly colored by his fascination with nature and particularly
insects, and eventual growth into a significant evolutionary biologist—a sometimes
controversial one at that—as the narrative of his life unfolds. Wilson’s story offers brilliant
insights into the mind of a scientist, and though marked by certain tragedies—his father’s
alcoholism, his bullying from other boys at school—he never seems to view anything with
true sorrow or pessimism, refreshingly rare for an environmental book.

Silent Spring by Rachel Carson: Often considered one of the original seeds of the
modern environmental movement, it is clear why Silent Spring remains a staple in American
literature. Carson, a marine biologist and conservationist, saw the inherent beauty and
complexity of the earth, lyrically describing the way everything in life is connected, from
flowers to mammals to the trout swimming in the lakes and rivers. Carson proves to be a
master of combining prose and scientific fact as she methodically explains the effects of
DDT and how it systematically poisons the ecosystem. Written with emotion, urgency, and
authority, Silent Spring explores the ethics of humanity’s persistent meddling with Mother
Nature by expertly uniting science and poetry into one beautiful, thought-provoking book.

The Lorax by Dr. Seuss: Always my favorite Dr. Seuss
book (as well as the personal favorite of the writer himself),
The Lorax is certainly no Green Eggs and Ham. In fact, it is a
surprisingly grim and considerate look at the destructive
qualities of human exploitation, even when reviewed years
into adulthood. As a cautionary tale for children, it is not
particularly subtle, nor should it be. The Lorax is the
personification of the environment and speaks for the trees.
The Once-ler, who happens upon a verdant land, teeming
with life and glorious Truffula Trees, is the personification of
unchecked corporate greed. It is hard to find someone who
hasn’t read or at least heard of this book.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Lorax
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Merchants of Doubt by Naomi Oreskes & Erik M. Conway:
Exhaustively researched by two historians of science, this
fascinating book identifies parallels between the climate change
controversy and earlier scientific debates. The same politicallyconnected scientists that deny climate change were also vocal
deniers of the link between smoking and lung cancer, coal smoke and
acid rain, and chlorofluorocarbons and the ozone hole, each time
keeping the controversy alive by spreading doubt behind a mask of
authority.
My First Summer in the Sierra by John Muir: I know, it is a
cardinal sin to choose this in place of Henry David Thoreau’s
transcendentalist outdoor classic Walden. But I personally prefer it (plus
I’m a total John Muir fangirl). Illustrated by stunning photos and Muir’s
own sketches, the book details Muir's first trip to the Sierra Nevada, a
world that enraptured him and took permanent hold of his life in a
profound way. Muir writes in an enthusiastic tone with an almost
childlike wonder over places that civilization had yet to tame:
magnificent waterfalls, fierce thunderstorms, and life in all its
abundance.

Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed by Jared Diamond: As a lover of
both the environment and history, I decided to read this after reading Diamond’s similarly
ecological Guns, Germs, and Steel, and became utterly fascinated with the societal
collapses he described—that of Easter Island and the Anasazi people and more, and the
way their demises were tied to environmental degradation. The fact that we in the modern
world face many of the same issues these fallen civilizations faced is not ignored by
Diamond either.

Shark Life: True Stories about Sharks and the Sea: by Peter Benchley: Okay, this is
probably on no environmentalist’s reading list besides my own, and I was hesitant about
including this, due to the fact that it is intended for a younger age set, but it remains one of
my all-time favorite nonfiction books; I still quote random fun facts from it a decade later.
Benchley draws upon four decades of diving and studying ocean creatures to inform the
reader all there is to know about sharks, as well as the negative impacts of humanity’s
manipulations of nature. He also works hard to counter the common misperception of
sharks as man-eaters, a bit ironic considering that Benchley is most famous for Jaws, a
novel that brought that very myth to new heights amongst the general public.
Back to "In This Issue"
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by Heather Roth

This year, an Australia-based company called Carnegie Wave Energy Limited has
patented technology, called CETO, that converts the ocean’s energy into power and is
able to remove minerals from the water. Over $100 million has been invested to fund
the development of the CETO technology. Carnegie operates at two testing sites – a
private wave testing facility off the coasts of Western Australia and at HMAS Stirling,
Australia’s largest naval base.
CETO works by submerging buoys, which are moved by the ocean swell. This
motion drives pumps that pressurize seawater delivered ashore by a subsea pipeline.
Once onshore, the high-pressure seawater is used to drive hydroelectric turbines that
generate electricity. This high-pressure seawater can also be used to supply a reverse
osmosis deamination plant, producing freshwater.
Historically, seawater desalination has been extremely energy costly, and some
plants are huge emitters of greenhouse gases. However, because of the predictability of
the ocean’s behavior, some scientists predict that wave energy can power the entire
world. As opposed to traditional energy sources, wave energy is highly available and
renewable. Additionally, since water is about 800 times denser than air, the energy
density of waves exceeds that of wind and solar, increasing the amount of energy
available for harvesting.
CETO units operate in deep water, away from breaking waves. The buoys sit
under the water, moored to the sea floor, with minimal visual impacts above the water.
This is beneficial because there will be minimal impacts on popular surfing sites,
beachgoers will not see the buoys, and swimmers will not have to worry about being
near the technology.
Moreover, the units are designed to operate in harmony with the waves. Meaning,
apart from their anchor points, there is no need for massive structures to be built. This
is also beneficial in preserving the shore’s aesthetic that is contested so much by wind
turbines opponents The buoys also act like artificial reefs, increasing the biodiversity in
these offshore ecosystems.
Western Australia has a population of about 2.5 million people; therefore being
able to generate enough energy from a clean, renewable source would prove to be very
beneficial in terms of greenhouse gas emissions or air pollution. Roughly 180,000 homes
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in Western Australia use solar panels, so this region is definitely well adapted to
using renewable electricity sources. Nonetheless, it should be worthwhile to see how
harvesting renewable wave energy transforms the energy sector.

Works Referenced:
Gebreyes, Rahel. "This Underwater Technology Harnesses Ocean
Waves To Make Renewable Energy." Huffingtonpost.com. N.p., 5
Apr. 2016. Web.
Richardson, Jake. "Grid-Connected Wave Power Station Turned On In
Australia." CleanTechnica. N.p., 04 Jan. 2016. Web. 16 Apr. 2016.
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By James Duffy

Perhaps more often than is wise, the human race sits smugly—
complacently, even—atop its presumptive throne as ruler of terrestrial
biomes. But in 1932, a clear warning was given from a fuzzy,
ungainly, and surprisingly well-militarized nemesis: the emu.
Yes, reader, you have read correctly—and yes, reader, the fear
pulsing through your veins is the appropriate response. After WWI,
the Australian government sought to resettle returning veterans in the
scrublands of Western Australia, where they could grow wheat and
contribute to the national economy. The emus however, were opposed
to this plan of human wellbeing. The rapacious birds consumed the
grains with gusto, with little apparent consideration for the economic
hardships imposed on those poor farmers. In addition to being known
as the second tallest living bird, emus are known among scientists for
their contemptuous attitude.
The Australian government drew first blood, sending out
gunners and armed trucks to take down mobs which patrolled the land
in groups of up to 1000. But the emu hordes proved a crafty opponent.
At first sign of trouble, the lanky beasts would scatter in what could
only be described as “strategic chaos”—as if they knew that running
in all directions was the only way to collectively avoid machine gun
fire.
In the early attacks, which felled precious few emus, one
heroic bird’s final act was to perish directly in front of a moving truck
and get tangled in its machinery, compromising its steering
mechanism and causing it to crash. Army of ancient, gangly birds: 1.
Human technology: 0.Even those ratite rapscallions that were killed
were estimated to have taken a full 10-15 bullets to fell. Ultimately,
the Australian government handed the task over to locals, who
perhaps could put more time into cracking the emu’s collective
psyche. An unenviable job, if there ever was one.
In short, reader, should you find yourself pondering your
place atop the food chain this summer, remember: when it comes to
small-scale military insurrections, we might not be all that special
after all.
http://res.cloudinary.com/dlrnxbmrt/image/upload/
Back to "In This Issue"

"“If we had a military division

with the bullet-carrying
capacity of these birds it
would face any army in the
world... They can face
machine guns with the
invulnerability of tanks.” The
Sun Herald, 5 July 1953.

Sources:
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/
running-ponies/the-great-emu-war-inwhich-some-large-flightless-birdsunwittingly-foiled-the-australian-army/
http://historybuff.com/great-emu-waror-that-time-australian-army-wasbrought-to-its-knees-by-mob-flightless
-birds-x5yjqOe3AeN4
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Lake Poopó dries up,
Spellig trouble for
local fauna
by Humna Wajid
The second largest lake in Bolivia, which covers an area of about 12,000 square miles, was announced to have
almost completely dried up this winter. The South American lake, on which hundreds of people rely for their everyday
life, has almost evaporated. This has had serious effects not only on the people of the area, but also the region’s
ecosystem. Lake Poopó, which gets as deep as 15 feet in depth, has "officially" evaporated, scientists announced. The
reasons for the lake’s almost complete transformation are many, with climate change, the effects of El Niño, and poor
management of local municipalities’ water use being primary factors.
The lake, once a water wonderland, now has practically transformed into a desert landscape. According to
agricultural scientists, the lake has taken about 60 years to reach these historically low levels. In the past 20 years, the
average temperature of the area has reportedly risen about 0.9 degrees Celsius. This has led to evaporation of the lake
taking place three times faster than its usual rate.
Moreover, the adverse effect of the drying of this lake could be clearly witnessed in the area. The fishermen of
the area, who depend entirely on fishing for their living, have become jobless after the lake’s massive metamorphosis.
Most importantly, the flora and fauna of the lake have vanished with it. About 75 species of birds could once be found
living in the environments around the lake; many of these have left the area in response to the disappearance of their
habitats.
One of the factors which is considered to be most vital to Lake Poopó’s decline is poor management of its water
resources. There are about 100 mining sites located near the lake, which have long been polluting the lake by releasing
their toxic waste into its waters. The ecosystems around Lake Poopó were already being damaged by mining at an
alarming rate, but the lake has become further stressed due to the effects of El Niño, which has caused rain levels in the
area to decrease. This has built upon years of severe regional drought.
Lake Poopó is hoped to recover soon, as this is not the first time it has dried—it did in 1994, but soon
recovered. However, the situation then was different then from what it is now. The world’s climate is changing, and
lakes worldwide will be stressed by this going forward. If climate change is not curtailed, we might even see some more
lakes experience similar stress, or worse. The German glaciologist, Dirk Hoffman, has rightly said about Lake Poopó
that "This is the picture of future climate change." Definitely, this is a huge concern that needs to be taken care of!

Works Referenced:
Brian, H. C. (2016, January 21). Bolivia's Second Largest Lake Has Dried Out. Can It Be Saved? Retrieved February 10, 2016,
from http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/01/160121-lake-poopo-bolivia-dried-out-el-nino-climate-change-water/
Osborne, H. (2016, February 08). Bolivia's vanishing Lake Poopó: ESA images show fully evaporated lake from space. Retrieved
February 10, 2016, from http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/bolivia-lake-poopo-esa-images-show-fully-dried-lake-space-global-warmingincreases-1542585
Kelly, D. (2015, December 22). Lake Poopó In Bolivia Dries Up - Lake Scientist. Retrieved February 10, 2016, from http://
www.lakescientist.com/lake-poopo-dries-up/
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A Tribute to Berta Caceres

"Berta Caceres was an environmental activist who worked to defend the Lenca people in Honduras. She
created and led the Council of Popular and Indigenous Organizations of Honduras. One of the many
actions this organization took part in was protesting a dam in Rio Blanco. This dam would have
threatened the Lencans’ access to water and food. Thanks to the leadership of Berta through organizing
protests the company pulled out of the project. Due to her efforts many lives and livelihoods were saved.
Tragically, Berta Caceres was assassinated on March 3, 2016 by unknown shooters. This piece is meant
to commemorate her brave work as both an environmentalist and female leader.”
- Alexus Lizardi
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Anyone can love a
rose, but it takes a
great deal to love a
leaf. It’s ordinary to
love the beautiful,
but it’s beautiful to
love the ordinary.”
Quote selected by Taylor Dodge
Back to "In This Issue"
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How Do I Love EPIB?
by Maia Scheffler
How do I love EPIB? Let me count the ways.
I love EPIB to the interdisciplinary depth, and breadth and height
My soul can reach for the professor’s help, when feeling out of sight
For the never ends of being in and out of Hickman/Loree all of our days.
I love EPIB to the level of Neilson’s fried Oreo night
I love EPIB freely, as my exam answers strive for Right;
Most quiet need, by the sun and moon on Passion Puddle.
I love EPIB purely, as we are humble and turn from Praise
I love EPIB with a stainless steel water bottle put to good use
In my finals week griefs, and my syllabus week faith,
I love EPIB with a love I seemed to lose
With my lost knighthood,-- I love EPIB with the breath,
Smiles, tears, of all my freshman year! - and, if I choose,
I shall but love EPIB better after death… I mean transferring.
I’ll miss you all!

Editor’s Note: Maia, an Environmental Policy,
Institutions and Behavior major, has been a
contributing staff member for the last
academic year, which was her first in
university. She will be transferring in the fall
of 2016. We wish her all the best in her future
endeavors!
Back to "In This Issue"
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House Finches: Feeling the
Bern?
by Langley Oudemans
A house finch is a very common bird around the eastern United States. Males are reddish around
their head and females are pale gray and brown with light streaks. These birds are social and cheerful birds
that bounce when they walk. They are native to the Southwest, but were released by pet shop owners in the
1940s who were trying to avoid prosecution because they were selling them illegally. The finches survived
and spread across the United States. The house finch is a social bird that likes to be in city parks, backyards, urban areas, farms, forest edges, and large buildings. Usually they are not particularly notable to the
casual observer, especially the females since they are not brightly colored. But one particular female finch
received a lot of media attention for sitting on the podium of presidential candidate Bernie Sanders.

Audubon Field Guide. (2014). House Finch. Retrieved April 16, 2016, from https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/house-finch
Cornell Lab of Ornithology. (n.d.). House Finch. Retrieved April 16, 2016, from https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/House_Finch/id
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C R I S I S
By Allen Gong

Water is perhaps the single most important resource for sustaining life. It is also something most of us
take for granted. This makes it that much more disturbing when access to clean water is lost, as with the
ongoing water crisis in Flint, Michigan.

(Source: abcnews.go.com )

In that city of approximately one hundred thousand, between six thousand to twelve thousand children
have been exposed to water contaminated with heavy metals and pathogens, and the percent of children with
elevated blood-lead levels has doubled from 2.5% to 5%. With the municipal water supply worthless for
drinking, cooking, bathing, and cleaning, residents of Flint have been forced to buy bottled water in order to
survive. Furthermore, this state of affairs has been ongoing since April 2014, with no end yet in sight.
The reason for this prolonged crisis is the sheer cost in time, labor, and money that would be required
to replace the dilapidated infrastructure responsible for the mess. Estimates range from sixty million to one
and a half billion dollars, with a projected timeframe of fifteen years.
While this is discouraging, an unfortunate fact is that the circumstances surround Flint are not terribly
unique. Cities across America are burdened with aging infrastructure, and just because they have not yet failed
as spectacularly as Flint does not make their people safe. Two such cities are not far from Rutgers.
Newark has discovered lead contamination in water used at schools, hospitals, households, and
outbound water supplies. Once again, antiquated piping has been blamed, and will be painfully expensive to
replace. Ras Baraka, the mayor of Newark, estimates that fixing the problem will cost over a billion dollars.

(Source: www.democracynow.org )
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Even New York City is under threat. Its water mains are so leaky that an estimated five-hundred
million gallons of water are wasted every month, so old that trying to repair them might cause further harm,
and so vital that city officials estimate a successful terrorist attack on the water mains would cause damage
comparable to September 11.
We take water for granted and remain ignorant of threats to it until the lead is already inside us. Flint
shows that this is not something to be taken lightly, Newark shows that we are less removed from the issue
than we would think, and New York shows that bottled water is a stopgap solution at best. Fixing old
infrastructure, the cause of the problem, will be tedious, expensive, and unglamorous, but it must be done, or
we may some day face a generation of poisoned children.
Works Referenced
Hanna-Attisha, Mona; LaChance, Jenny; Sadler, Richard Casey; Champney Schnepp, Allison (2015-12-21).
"Elevated Blood Lead Levels in Children Associated With the Flint Drinking Water Crisis: A Spatial
Analysis of Risk and Public Health Response".American Journal of Public Health 106 (2): 283–290.
doi:10.2105/AJPH.2015.303003.ISSN 0090-0036.
Ivers, Dan. "Baraka Says It Could Cost 'billions' to Fix Newark Water System."NJ.com. NJ Advance Media,
29 Mar. 2016. Web. 13 Apr. 2016.
Grann, David. "City of Water." The New Yorker, 1 Sept. 2003. Web. 13 Apr. 2016.

Lifelong Zookeeper Wish, Granted
In Lafayette, Indiana, an animal-loving senior citizen by the name of Mary was granted a life-long
dream of being a Zoo Keeper. After coordination between the “caring biologists” at the Columbia Park Zoo,
and her nursing home’s workers the dream was able to come true. Truly a lifelong aspiration of Mary’s, the
idea was helped along after a few field trips conducted by the nursing home to the zoo.
Mary, renowned as an animal lover, was brought on “as an official zookeeper for the day of duties.”
Among her tasks were “weighing a lizard, oiling a tortoise shell, feeding the snacks, and cuddling with Rosetta
the armadillo.” If that’s not the perfect day, I do not know what is.
- by Brayden Donnelly
Works Referenced:

(Source: www.goodnewsnetwork.org)
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MY FAVORITE DOCUMENTARIES OF THE YEAR
By Mackenzie Pitt

Cooked (2015)

This is actually a documentary series created by Michael Pollan, comprised of four episodes approximately one hour
each. Pollan has become well known for his collaboration in films such as Food Inc. and Cowspiracy and has published
numerous books about food in connection with human culture and development. The Cooked series is actually based
on his latest book under the same name. Each episode approaches the topic of food from the perspective of “the four
elements”: air, water, fire, and earth. Pollan relates each element to the culinary development of mankind, ultimately
reminding the viewer of the intimacy between our evolution, our food, and the planet.

Racing Extinction (2015)
It’s difficult to precisely describe this film in just a few sentences due to its powerful message and subsequent
movement. The many creators of this film came together with a single goal in mind: to draw attention to the rapid
extinction of animal species across the globe due to harmful practices. Racing Extinction artfully articulates the
immediate threat mankind’s unsustainable practices pose for irreplaceable life on Earth in a manner that cannot be
ignored. Their mission has become an international movement advocating environmental consciousness and action
worldwide while simultaneously proposing practical solutions.

The True Cost (2015)
The True Cost chronicles the development of the clothing industry we live in today, defined as “fast fashion”. The rise
of massive clothing corporations, such as Forever 21 and Zara, has catalyzed the mass production of millions of clothing
items while maintaining low prices in stores. Although these stores might be your favorite place to find tomorrow’s
party outfit for under $10, hard working families in poverty stricken countries are paying the real price. Yet another
unsettling but ugly truth of the injustices that result from industrial globalization, this film might force you to reevaluate your closet. Nonetheless, by shedding light on this industry, this film creates room for fair-trade clothing
businesses in a world dominated by billion-dollar corporations.

That Sugar Film (2015)
Paying homage to the classic Supersize Me documentary, That Sugar Film follows Australian filmmaker, Damon
Gameau, as he commits to a high sugar diet for 60 days. In order to draw attention to the large quantities of sugar
hidden in most packaged foods, Gameau consumes a diet of 40 tablespoons of sugar per day while excluding candy, ice
cream, and other obvious sweets from his diet. In addition, the Gameau reveals some startling facts about some
“healthy foods” and how sugar addiction has negatively impacted communities. Hard to watch yet hard to look away
from, That Sugar Film is a must-see.

Cowspiracy (2014)
This film, although simple in design, shatters debates surrounding the meat industry and its impacts on the
environment. It follows the investigations of filmmaker Kip Anderson, as one simple question about the meat industry
becomes an uncharted and treacherous journey into a conspiracy of lies. He reveals the huge buying power of the
meat industry and its far-reaching grasp throughout the government and non-profit organizations. This film is a true
reminder of how everything, right down to our diet choices, are representative of our beliefs and environmental
consciousness.
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Sustainable Cheese and Artisan Producers
By Rachel DiSciullo
One of the great concerns for the modern,
enlightened consumer is the fossil fuels that it takes to
produce their favorite foods. Cheese enthusiasts may
especially feel guilty, as cheese production tends to be
high in carbon emissions and is marked by the
wastefulness associated with animal agriculture.

Santa-gadea.com

Fear no more, cheese fiends, for there are options
to get your cheese fix without the environmental guilt. Artisan cheese-making, which has always been an
industry concerned with the preservation of the natural environment, is making large strides toward ecofriendly production methods. From cutting carbon emissions to reshaping private waste management, these
following farms, and others, are doing their best to become sustainable.
Santa Gadea, a goat’s milk cheese farm in the
Manzanedo Valley of Spain, is one of these businesses
making the change. Santa Gadea’s solar and wind farms
produce more energy than the business needs, making
their process extremely low in carbon emissions. But the
farm does not stop at alternative energy in its attempt to
be environmentally savvy. Santa Gadea’s water comes
mainly from collecting rainwater, and they need not
irrigate due to their reforesting of the land with native
Santa-gadea.com
plants and trees. The farm is “zero waste” in the sense
that nothing from the farm gets sent to a landfill. Santa Gadea composts all natural waste, in an innovative
process that minimized carbon emissions from the decomposing process and creates safe fertilizer.
Vermont’s beloved Jasper Hill Farm is
also committed to eco-friendly cheesemaking.
Jasper Hill’s “Green Machine” is a compost
center that uses aerated composting for
manure, and anaerobic digestion for liquids
treatment, thereby limiting the amount of CO2
produced from composting. The system is also
an alternative fuel source for the farm, as the
heat produced from the composting process is
used to power the creamery boiler.

Jasperhillfarm.com

An institution in California’s artisan cheese industry, Point Reyes Farmstead Cheese Company, is yet
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another small-scale business dedicated to protecting the land. Methane gas from manure is a byproduct of
farm animals, unfortunately, but the company has decided to take advantage of this. Point Reyes Farmstead
Cheese Company uses a methane digester to harness methane gas from manure to power its operations.
In a consumer environment marked with deceptive advertising and words like “organic” stamped
onto mass-produced foods, it can be exceptionally difficult to select foods that are good for the earth.
Fortunately, when it comes to cheese (the favorite indulgence of many), there are incredible amounts of
small-scale, artisan producers, whose methods and farming practices are incredibly transparent. It is quite
possible to consume cheeses, and many other foods, that are produced sustainably, as long as the time is
taken to be a responsible consumer and inquire into the source of such food products.

Pointreyescheese.com

Sources:
Jasper Hill Farm. “Green Machine.” http://www.jasperhillfarm.com/green-machine.
Point Reyes Farmstead Cheese Company. “The Land.” https://www.pointreyescheese.com/farm/the_land.
Santa Gadea. “An organic goat cheese, a sustainable model.” http://www.santa-gadea.com/english/.
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by Genevieve Tarino

Concerns about food production have gained global attention in recent years, due
to the high prevalence of chronic dietary diseases and food-borne illnesses. As people
link food production methods with health, movements that promote organic farming
methods have gained significant traction.
Consumers are beginning to stray from pesticide-sprayed apples and corn-fed
beef, as studies have consistently shown how the health benefits of organically raised
produce greatly outweigh those of the conventionally raised produce. A new study
conducted by Chris Seal, Professor of Food and Human Nutrition at Newcastle University, explains that organically produced food exceeds its counterparts in its fatty acid
composition and concentration of certain essential minerals and antioxidants.
Raising cattle organically, according to this study, results in meat and milk that
contains 50% more beneficial omega-3 fatty acids than conventionally produced products. It also contains lower levels of myristic and palmitic acid, and higher levels of
omega-6 in milk, and higher levels of fat-soluble vitamins like vitamin E and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), which is linked to reduced risk of heart disease. The study concludes that these benefits are linked to the outdoor grazing of the cows.
Meanwhile, cows raised in concentrated animal feeding operations, or CAFOs,
are primarily fed a diet of corn which they cannot properly metabolize. As a result,
they become very susceptible to bacteria, parasites, and illness, which also puts the
consumer at risk for illness.
Similar issues occur with other animals raised by conventional methods, as livestock are crowded into confined areas, fed diets they cannot digest, and are pumped
with antibiotics. Since animals raised in CAFOs often live in unsanitary conditions, antibiotics are frequently utilized to prevent and treat disease. They are also used to speed
up the maturation rates of animals, since the drug quickly and cheaply fattens them.

Cited: (Organic Vs. Non-Organic: Is it worth it? - Gateway
Natural Medicine & Diagnostic Center. (2014). Retrieved
April 03, 2016, from )
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Consumers are similarly wary of conventionally grown produce, as studies reveal the detrimental health effects of pesticides. Research conducted by the United
Kingdom’s Soil Association Certification concluded that phytonutrients, minerals, and
vitamin C are more abundant in organic produce. The study reveals that growing produce in pesticide-free soil allows food to mature naturally, which preserves the nutrients.
In addition to being nutritionally superior, organic produce eliminates the risk of
pesticide exposure. Since pesticides are so heavily and widely used in the United
States, they often seep into residential soil and water sources and cause serious
health problems. Over 260 studies worldwide have linked agrochemicals to several
types of cancer, including breast, bone, lung, liver, colon, prostate, and thyroid.
Though organically produced food seems like a clear choice, it is often more
expensive than conventionally raised food. Consumers likewise experience confusion
over organic labeling, since so many producers use misleading labeling and terminology. According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, labels like “grass-fed” or
“pastured” should be accompanied by a “USDA Organic” certification.
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ENN: Environmental News Network -- Know Your Environment. (2016, February 16). Retrieved April
03, 2016, from http://www.enn.com/business/article/49367
Garber, L. (2012). 7 Nasty and Crazy Effects of Pesticides in Food, Exposure. Retrieved April 03, 2016,
from http://naturalsociety.com/7-nasty-effects-of-pesticides-in-food-exposure/
Jennings, R. (2016). In Taiwan, leftover food scraps help farmers sustain porky appetites. Retrieved April
03, 2016, from http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable- business/2016/mar/23/taiwan-food-waste-porkproduction-farming-recycling- environment
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The Ugly Foods Trend
Noha Haggag
Upon entering the produce section of any supermarket, you will undoubtedly see several people
carefully checking their fruits and vegetables. They eye
each potential buy for bruises and bumps. According to
the Department of Agriculture, each year, Americans
waste an estimated 133 billion pounds of food due to
these cosmetic standards - enough to fill the Sears
Tower 44 times. In an effort to reduce this waste,
Whole Foods has partnered up with Imperfect Produce,
a California based grocery delivery service which only
delivers ugly produce. The retailer has announced that
as of April 2015, it will test the sales of ‘cosmetically
challenged’ fruits and vegetables.
Imperfect Produce, which launched summer of
2015, delivers misshapen produce to2700 residents in
the Oakley and Berkeley area of California. CEO, Ben
Simon, sees grocery stores as crucial for their cause.
The company’s team is excited to be spreading awareness of food waste through their partnership with
Whole Foods
“We are particularly excited about this Whole
Foods partnership because we see grocery stores as a
big opportunity to reach people a lot faster and to prevent tons and tons of food waste,” Simon says. Jordan
Figuerido, an advocate who runs the social media campaign @UglyFruitandVeg, also notes how Whole
Food’s organic reputation will be a huge boost for the
campaign, “A lot of people see Whole Foods as the
aesthetic. For them to take this step and say, ‘Look,
“ugly” produce is perfectly good and we’re going to
take responsibility and sell this,’ is great.”
Whole Foods implements several environmentally friendly practices. They already buy ugly produce
for their smoothies and juices. They also have in-store
composting programs.
“As a business, our goal is zero waste and
we’re always looking for ways to reduce our collective
impact and positively influence the industry,” says Liz
Bukhart, a senior media relations specialist for Whole
Foods.

Whole Foods is not the first retailer to advocate the sale of ugly produce. French supermarket
chain, Intermarche, boosted its own sales when it
campaigned for malformed produce. The
“Inglorious fruits and vegetables” campaign, which
included billboard ads, TV commercials, radio ads,
and print ads proved to be successful. Shoppers
were not only attracted to the idea of reducing
waste, but were also attracted to the savings. Customers embraced the 30% discount. The supermarket dedicated an aisle to the cause which boosted
store traffic by 24%.
Another chain store in Pennsylvania, Giant
Eagle, has also made the switch. It labels its misshapen fruits and vegetables as “Produce with Personality”.
One can hope that this trend continues to attract other food vendors and customers. Lowering
our cosmetic food standards is a necessary step towards a more sustainable future.

THE UGLY FRUIT AND VEG CAMPAIGN
Aubrey, A. (2016) From Ugly to Hip Misfit Fruits. Retrieved from
http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2016/03/07/469530045/fromugly-to-hip-misfit-fruits-and-veggies-coming-to-whole-foods

Geiling, N. (2016) Ugly Food Comes to Whole Foods. Retrieved
from http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2016/03/09/3758269/uglyfood-comes-to-whole-foods/
Royte, E. (2016) How ‘Ugly’ Fruits and Vegetables Can Help
Solve World Hunger. Retrieved from http://
www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/03/global-foodwaste-statistics/
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Bicycles, Yoga, and Environmental Awareness
By Brayden Donnelly

Bharat Thakur, a yoga guru in India, is out on a mission to cycle across the
country from Kathmandu to Kanyakumari, a trip of roughly 5,000km (3,100mi) to
spread the importance of yoga and environmental stewardship. Bharat and his
team of two are now about 50 days into the trip. One of their major focuses is
bringing the teachings of yoga and the need for climate change awareness to the
more rural areas of the country.
Yoga is something that Mr. Thakur can confidently say he is an expert on.
Starting at the age of three, and learning in the foothills of the Himalayas until he
was 18, Bharat has been practicing all his life, and is now 43. He wants to
advocate for the health benefits of yoga as well as the health benefits of cycling.
He is especially focused on cycling because he understands the importance
of cutting down the world’s dependence on the “1.6 trillion liters of fuel” we
consume.
Thakur has evolved over 45,000 different stretches to bring out the five core
aspects of yoga: “strength, endurance, flexibility, balance, and agility.” He hopes
that these values can intertwine with his teachings on climate change and produce
a better India for future generations.
Works Referenced:
Mathur, B. (2016, April 5). Cycling across India to spread yoga, environmental awareness Times of India.
Retrieved April 13, 2016, from http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/
nagpur/Cycling-across-India-to -spread-yoga-environmental-awareness/
articleshow/51690543.cms

(Source: www.downloadclipart.net)
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Dr. Clark’s Strange Tales
The Tap Inn bar in Billings, Montana, released
April 11 surveillance video of the armed robbery
staged by two men and a woman (still on the lam),
showing two liplocked customers at the bar, lost
in affectionate embrace during the entire crime,
seemingly oblivious of danger. The robbers, perhaps impressed by the couple's passion, ignored
them -- even while emptying the cash register just
a few feet away. [Associated Press via Washington
Post, 4-14-2016]

Happy Summer!!!

As always, if you’re interested in
writing for The Trail, or have any
questions, comments, or corrections,
we would love to hear from you.
Email us at epibtrail@gmail.com!
ENJOY!!!
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